
5th six weeks

7th grade

19 20 21 22 23

EQ

No School

How do I calculate my 

GPA and set goals?

How can I most 

effectively plan the rest 

of my middle school 

and HS education?

What is my role as a 

group member?

How can I be prepared 

for the future?

Homework TRF

classtime GPA calculations Course selections tutorials guest speaker: Ms. 

Blount

26 27 28 1 2

EQ How can I most 

effectively plan the rest 

of my middle school 

and HS education?

How can I help the 

presenter understand 

their own 

understanding of their 

question?

How can I most 

effectively plan the rest 

of my middle school 

and HS education?

How can I help the 

presenter understand 

their own 

understanding of their 

question?

Why are trust and 

communication 

important in AVID

Homework TRF TRF

classtime Course selections tutorials Course selections Binder check tutorials Team building- See day 

125 on WAG

5 6 7 8 9

EQ Should all students be 

required to take higher 

level math classes?

How can I help the 

presenter understand 

their own 

understanding of their 

question?

Should all students be 

required to take higher 

level math classes?

How can I help the 

presenter understand 

their own 

understanding of their 

question?

How can I 

constructively disagree 

with someone?

Homework TRF TRF

classtime Critical reading--

Algebra II movement 

multiplies

tutorials Critical reading--

Algebra II movement 

multiplies

tutorials Philosophical chair



19 20 21 22 23

EQ What are the 

components of an 

informational essay?

How can I use a 

graphic organizer to 

plan my writing?

What is the basic 

format of an 

informational essay?

How can I help the 

presenter understand 

their own 

understanding of their 

question?

What is the basic 

format of an 

informational essay?

Homework TRF

classtime Begin informational 

essay unit.  WAGS pg 

136

high school plan 

graphic organizer

work on rough draft of 

essay

Binder check tutorials work on rough draft of 

essay

26 27 28 29 30

EQ How can I use peer 

feedback to create an 

effective final draft?

How can I help the 

presenter understand 

their own 

understanding of their 

question?

How can I use peer 

feedback to create an 

effective final draft?

How can I help the 

presenter understand 

their own 

understanding of their 

question?

no school

Homework TRF TRF

classtime peer edit rough draft.  

Begin typing final draft.

tutorials type and print final 

draft.

tutorials

2 3 4 5 6

EQ How should a visual aid 

support my topic?

How can I help the 

presenter understand 

their own 

understanding of their 

question?

What are some options 

when making a 

graduation plan?

How can I help the 

presenter understand 

their own 

understanding of their 

question?

What are some options 

when making a 

graduation plan?

Homework TRF TRF'

classtime Print final draft and 

work on hastag

tutorials present essays C-note check tutorials present essays



5th six weeks

8th grade

19 20 21 22 23

EQ No School How do I calculate my 

GPA and set goals?

How have my feelings 

towards tutorials 

changed?

What is my role as a 

group member?

How can I be prepared 

for the future?

Homework TRF

classtime GPA calculations Summarizing pyramid tutorials guest speaker: Ms. 

Blount

26 27 28 1 2

EQ How can I be better 

prepared for the SAT?

As I reflect, how can I 

make connections 

between my learning 

and other aspects of my 

life?

How can I be better 

prepared for the SAT?

As I reflect, how can I 

make connections 

between my learning 

and other aspects of my 

life?

How can I be better 

prepared for the SAT?

Homework TRF TRF

classtime Practice SAT Tutorials Practice SAT Binder check  Tutorials Practice SAT

5 6 7 8 9

EQ How can I be better 

prepared for the SAT?

How can tutorials help 

me improve my grades?

How can I be better 

prepared for the SAT?

How can tutorials help 

me improve my grades?

Why are trust and 

communication 

important in AVID

Homework TRF TRF

classtime Practice SAT Tutorials SAT timed write Tutorials Team building- See day 

125 on WAG



19 20 21 22 23

EQ How can I use sensory 

details to describe a 

place?

How can tutorials help 

me improve my grades?

How can I use sensory 

details to describe a 

place?

How can tutorials help 

me improve my grades?

How can I use rubrics to 

evaluate  descriptive 

essays?

Homework TRF TRF

classtime Descriptive essay unit 

WAGS pg 138

Tutorials Descriptive essay unit 

WAGS pg 140

Binder check  Tutorials Descriptive essay unit 

WAGS pg 141

26 27 28 29 30

EQ How can I use sensory 

details to describe a 

place?

How can tutorials help 

me improve my grades?

How can I use sensory 

details to describe a 

place?

How can tutorials help 

me improve my grades?

No School

Homework TRF TRF

classtime Descriptive essay rough 

draft

Tutorials Descriptive essay rough 

draft

Tutorials

2 3 4 5 6

EQ How can I change telling 

sentences into telling 

sentences?

How can tutorials help 

me improve my grades?

How can I use feedback 

to improve my writing?

How can tutorials help 

me improve my grades?

How can I use feedback 

to improve my writing?

Homework TRF

classtime WAGS pg 145     peer 

edit drafts

Tutorials Type and print final 

draft

C-note check  Tutorials Type and print final 

draft


